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ESTATE COLLECTION POWER DRIVEN WINDOW TREATMENTS



Solar Shading Systems collaborates
with architects and interior designers
to design, engineer, manufacture,
program and install sophisticated
power driven window treatments
using the Just Power™system. 
This distinctive living room features
motorized roller shades that 
disappear into hidden pockets in 
the ceiling when not in use. 
Sunscreens with a 4% openness
factor preserve the view. 

SIMPLE SOLUTIONS FROM         SOLAR SHADING SYSTEMS

TM

Solar Shadings Systems’ Just
Power™ system puts 110v power
behind each motorized shade, 
eliminating the need for control
wires. Radio frequency is used 
to activate virtually silent Whisper
Automation™ motors.

. 



Woven wood shades compliment the rough-hewn timber and stone surfaces in this 
mountain home. Working with the architect and designer, built-in valances were created to

keep the shades out of sight when they are up. Powerful Whisper Automation™ motors 
provide the lift without low voltage limitations for size and weight. 

Our Shibui Collection Roman style shades are 100% hand-woven to width
from exotic Asian reeds, grasses and bamboo. Interior designers consider
these fabrics to be the ultimate in window covering fashion. A smaller Whisper
Automation™ motor was used to ensure an invisible wall-mount finish. 

Our exclusive 
Motorized Plantation

Shutters are hand-
crafted from solid

wood.  Louvers open,
close and adjust – all at
the same time – using

Solar Shading Systems’
unique technology.

Low voltage wiring is
required.



These folding panel fabric shades represent a new concept in window treatment technology. When
closed, these folding panels are similar to a sliding panel track system. When opened, each panel folds 
in half, and can be left in that position as shown, or traversed and stacked to the side. 

These motorized roller shades use
powerful, virtually silent Whisper 

Automation™ 110v motors for lift.
Because of the large video monitor,

sunscreen fabric with a 3% open-
ness factor was selected to control 

the sunlight. 

Solar Shading Systems’ Z Solar Drapery® applies sunscreen 
technology to a traditional style drapery treatment by enabling flat

sunscreen material to drape in uniform folds. 110v motors can 
traverse virtually any size treatment without low voltage limitations

for size and weight. Drapery fabric has a 4% openness factor. 

Working with the interior designer, a uniquely 
suspended track system was fabricated and 

installed in this game room.

SIMPLE SOLUTIONS FROM         SOLAR SHADING SYSTEMS
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The Just Power™ system simplifies
the wiring for all types of motorized
window treatments. Just place 110v
power behind each treatment. This
versatile system needs no other 
control wiring.



As an alternative to conventional sunscreen roller shades, Solar Shading Systems created and 
installed Roman shades with self-valancing hardware in this living room. Shades have a 5% 
openness factor. Roman shades up to 16’ in length are available. 

Valance treatments were designed for this kitchen to
match cabinet details and hide these motorized roller
shades when they are not in use. This shade fabric 
has a 4% openness factor. 



Solar Shading Systems provides the 
expertise to realize most window drapery
designs, complete with corresponding
pleating systems, cornice box designs, 
motorized hardware and controls. 

This contemporary dining room
features accordian style pleated
draperies on custom motorized

hardware suspended below a 
finished soffit.

SIMPLE SOLUTIONS FROM         SOLAR SHADING SYSTEMS
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Simple – Just bring 110v power behind
each treatment to be motorized.

Versatile – The Just Power™ system
powers and controls any treatment.
Window covering decisions can be
made at any time – before, during, 
or years after move in.

Powerful – 110v power can lift or 
traverse virtually any size treatment 
without low voltage limitations on size
and weight.

Reliable – Powerful heavy-duty 110v
motors use proven radio frequency
control. Local room-by-room wall
switches can be used to override 
automation controls. An extended 
warranty is standard.

Adaptable – Need a woven wood or
drapery instead of the shade planned 
or installed? Everything is in place to
seamlessly make that change. 

®

Solar Shading Systems collaborates with architects, interior designers and builders to
design, engineer, fabricate, project manage and install all types of motorized window
treatments using the Just Power™ system and Whisper Automation™ motors. The
Just Power™ system uses 110v power behind each motorized window treatment 
and proven radio frequency control. Special wiring for controls is no longer necessary.

Window treatments are operated 
from commands sent by either 
remote controls or adjacent wall
switches. Additionally, automated 
lighting or whole house control 
systems can be programmed to 
operate these treatments individually, 
in groups, or in custom settings with 
a Solar Shading Systems interface
which integrates the systems. 
Manufacturers include Control 4®,
Vantage® and LiteTouch®, as 
well as most other brands. 
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